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A great saying goes so “Real Education fetches you more than a job. It teaches you to live. It cannot be measured in
any tangible way” It is an enduring tradition to take time to pause, turn around to look at the fruitful year gone by,
achieving both the expected and the unexpected, while setting various milestones and then encouraging ourselves
to move ahead to face the challenges in the coming year, with a positive attitude. We thank the Almighty God for all
the blessings bestowed upon us year after year.
SMDWORLD SCHOOL, KOT SUKHIA has been stepping from success to success all through the years since its
humble beginning in 2011.We have done excellently in academics and non-academic areas. At this juncture, I wish to
put on record my sincere gratitude to the management, staff, students and the PTA for their kind support and
guidance.

With great pleasure, I present in a nutshell the highlights of the past academic year 2022-23 as follows:-

STUDENTS , FACULTY AND STAFF
We have 985 students on roll now of which 431are girls and 554 are boys .We have 47 teaching staff members and
02 non-teaching staff members .We maintain a teacher-student ratio of 1:21 which enables us to ensure teacher's
personal attention to the children for their care.

PTAMEETINGS
The school gives a lot of importance in maintaining cordial relationship with parents. In almost all the activities of the
school the parents are rendering selfless service and encouraging us with their valuable suggestions. The periodic
open house meeting permits the two way communication between teachers and parents providing a good platform
for the face to face interaction regarding on all issues concerning the progress of the students. The support and co-
operation extended by them for the success of all the activities of the school are appreciated by all.

BOARD & NON-BOARD RESULTS
Our class X and XII students have brought laurels to the school by their excellent results. As always we have 100%
results in both classes and all streams i.e science and commerce at class XII level.We appreciate and congratulate the
combined efforts of our teachers, students and parents.

The details of the CBSE results (2022-23)
Class -X
No. of registered students:-43
No. of students passed:- 43
Statistical result at a glance:-
90% and above :- 03
80% to 89.99% :- 10
70% to 79.99% :- 17
60% to 69.99% :-13

Information of the toppers of school in class X (2022-23)
(I) Gurleen Kaur Bagged the first position with the highest percentage of 91.8 in aggregate.
(II)Harvir Singh Brar got second position by scoring 91% in aggregate.
(II)Gursimran Kaur achieved third position by scoring 90.2% in aggregate.

Class-XII
No. of registered students:-53
No. of students passed:- 53
Statistical result at a glance:-
90% and above :- 06
80% to 89.99% :- 11
70% to 79.99% :- 26
60% to 69.99% :-10



Information of the toppers of school in class XII (2022-23)
(I) Mehakpreet Kaur Brar from Science stream bagged the first position with the highest percentage of 92.8 in
aggregate.
(II)Harmanjit Singh from Science stream got second position by scoring 92.6% in aggregate.
(II)Amandeep from commerce stream achieved third position by scoring 92.2% in aggregate.
NON-BOARD RESULTS
Most of the students passed their class during session 2022-23 with flying colors.

Class
NO. OF

REGISTERED
STUDENTS

NO. OF
STUDENTS
PASSED

PASS
PERCENTAGE

NSY 92 92 100%

P-I 84 84 100%

P-II 62 62 100%

I 61 61 100%

II 70 70 100%

III 73 73 100%

IV 59 59 100%

V 62 62 100%

VI 66 64 97%

VII 57 57 100%

VIII 62 61 98%

IX 47 47 100%

XI 69 69 100%

SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
" To be a great champion ,you must believe that you are the best and keep on trying."
Sports competition inculcates the spirit of positive challenges and sportsmanship among the students and prepares
them for the life ahead.Our students actively participated in Cycling, National Style Kabaddi,Karate, Kick.
Boxing ,Carrom Board,Judo,Kho-Kho,Boxing etc.Our players have been selected for national level games.

SILVER OLYMPIAD ZONE
Participation in Olympiad Competition in Maths, Science and English has got a great response from our students .In
total 76 students of our school participated.In English our 4 Students won gold medals , One student got silver
medal and 1 Bronze medal.In Science our 5 students won gold and 1 student got silver medal. In brief report we can
conclude that our 12students are decorated with medals in Silver Olympiad Zone.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

# It is a part of the day to day lessons being taught and the aspect is stressed at regular intervals in the Assemblies as
well as in classrooms.
The students of SMDWORLD SCHOOL, KOT SUKHIA were proud to be a part of ""Earth Day Celebrations".
# Mother Earth is the only essential source of the survival for mankind but due to some human activities we have
made our survival difficult on Earth. So, in order to be the Helping Hand for the conservation of the environment



SMDWORLD SCHOOL put some efforts to save our Mother Earth by organising some activities such as :- Tree
Plantation Drive, An Act of role play on the Importance of Trees alongwith Slogans.
# The School follows the policy of segregation of Water at source and proper discharge of Waste.
# The school has a green look with a lot of plantation all around.
# Cleanliness drive is also organised at short intervals .We teach the students about the importance of cleanliness by
keeping all the classrooms neat and clean on daily basis.

CURRENT YEAR'S INVESTMENT
(A) New Building :- In this year our major investment was on a new building.
(B) Labs:- In this year we have added a new apparatus in our science lab.
(C) Library:- We have a library with a combined stock of 5000 books.We subscribe to multiple copies of all major
newspapers, magazines and journals.Library is an ever -inspiring place for the students and teachers of our school.
CELEBRATIONS
To foster national integration , international understanding, religious and cultural awareness, various national
religious and cultural festivals and occasions were celebrated with pomp and glory.
 National Festivals :- Independence day, Republic day, Kargil Vijay Diwas and many more days were celebrated.
 Religious Festivals:-Most of the religious festivals like Diwali,Lohri, Buddha Purnima , Easter ,Guru Nanak Jayanti

etc.were celebrated throughout the year with due respect to the religious sentiments of our students and
parents.

 Other celebrations:- The school gives due recognition to significant global events.Some of these events are
National Women's Day , International Worker's Day, Hindi Divas, Yoga Day, Earth Day, Girl Child Day etc.

TRAINING , SEMINARS, ORIENTATION AND COUNSELLING
Each academic year training ,seminars and orientation programs are conducted for students and teachers with a
dual focus to improve and efficiently implement innovative ideas in teaching learning practices.

CONCLUSION
Hence, we could not find better lines than the following ones from Robert Frost’s poem ‘Stopping by Woods on a
Snowy Evening’ to have a pause this time for presenting progress report of our institution next year again.
“The woods are lovely, dark and deep
But we have promises to keep
And miles to go before we sleep
And miles to go before we sleep”.

Mr. Harmohan SIngh Sahni
Principal
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